Good morning Year 2!
Your stories are nearly
finished and aren’t they
fantastic?
This is our last day of normal
home learning…before an
end of the year surprise
Our first lesson, is maths
Edgar has been cheeky again!

He was playing with my times tables boxes and has made a mess! Can you help me?
Email me telling me which numbers should go in each box. 2 Dojos if you can spot the numbers that could go in
more than one box.
Thank you, Year 2!
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How many dojos will you earn today from our challenge?
1 dojo for solution you can find.
It is a bit of a brain teaser!

Now for a little phonics
Go to https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/ and log in using the free log in provided.
Username: march20
Password: home
Now click children, then select your phase and pick the game ‘Picnic on Pluto’.
Can you feed the alien words to Obb and real words to Bob?
If you are in Miss Pylypiak-Clancy’s phonics group, choose a different game in phase 6.

Next up, is writing!
Today, we are finally going to finish our books!
You are going to add illustrations for your story. Remember, pictures are there to bring the book to life.
Illustrations give the reader more information about the story.
If you would like, you could add speech bubbles to tell me what the characters are saying.
I would love to see your finished books, so please send me pictures!
If you would like to learn to draw like Quentin Blake, Roald Dahl and David Walliams’s illustrator, you might like to
watch this video below.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/GEzN

Now, let’s enjoy this story
Who is the author?
What other stories has she written?

https://safeYouTube.net/w/sJzN
Our last lesson today is PE
Strengthen your body with Joe Wicks here. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ.

Have you tried any new sports while you have been at home?
I have found I really enjoy online yoga videos, like cosmic yoga!
.
As an extra treat ….
Pick a how to draw if you would like.
Email me which one you would like me to try!
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtforKidsHub

Well done Year 2, what fantastic work you have done this week!
Thank you for all the pictures of your home learning you have sent to me, I love seeing you hard work!

Make sure to take time to read today! Where do you normally like to read?
Remember to get some fresh air and practise your challenges today!
Take care, and have a lovely day,
Miss Pylypiak-Clancy 

P.S I heard that you had some special phone calls this week.
Did you enjoy speaking to your new teacher? She is so excited to
meet you all in September.
Here are a few fun facts for you to enjoy until you can meet her!

Mrs Parsons asked me to tell you all of these…
I am from Newcastle.
My Mom is from Cyprus.
I got married last August.
I love to eat Thai food. It is so yummy!
I love to travel. Cuba is my favourite place so far. I was supposed to visit Florence in April but
unfortunately that got cancelled! Hopefully I can go soon!

